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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
CONCERNING THE CHANGEOVER TO ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS
FOR THE EXCHANGE OF PATENT DOCUMENTS
Text adopted by the PCIPI Executive Coordination Committee
at its sixteenth session on May 19, 1995

INTRODUCTION
1.
As a result of recent developments in the field of electronic data processing, a gradual and non-reversible shift is
being observed worldwide in data carriers used for the exchange of information from paper, microfiches and microfilms
to electronic means. The patent community is not excluded from this trend in that, at present, many countries are
already using, or plan to use in the near future, electronic data carriers, inter alia, CD-ROM, for the exchange of patent
documents.
2.
Historically, exchange of patent documents has been agreed on a bilateral basis and without charge. Where
possible, choice of data carrier has been met.
3.
The larger offices, which produce the bulk of the world’s patent documents, are finding that the cost of
disseminating patent documents on conventional carriers is becoming prohibitive. The logistical difficulties involved in
delivering this great bulk of material are also becoming a problem and wasteful of both human and natural resources.
4.
All offices are faced with the logistical and space problems associated with the storage of and retrieval from huge
and rapidly growing files stored on conventional data carriers.
5.
Fortunately, technology advances are providing an expanding list of alternatives to help the patent community
cope with these problems. The storage capabilities of electronic data carriers are continually increasing. New and more
efficient text search engines have recently been developed. In addition, advances in telecommunications already allow
for the transmission of information (both text and image) almost instantaneously, anywhere in the world. Realizing that
patent offices have helped to create these emerging technologies through the patenting process, a concerted effort to
take full advantage of them should be made in order to solve the problems that face the patent community.
6.
The advantages of using electronic data carriers for patent document exchange are recognized, in particular, in
the case of CD-ROM the obvious cost benefits and the large decrease in the physical size of the collection. However, it
is also recognized that there are currently disadvantages, in particular, in the case of CD-ROM the difficulty of a swift
and inexpensive replacement of classified collections in paper form by those on CD-ROM and the current
non-availability of universally established efficient means of printing of documents from CD-ROM. The problem of library
access to data stored on CD-ROM is also currently a concern.
NEED FOR INTERNATIONALLY AGREED PRINCIPLES
7.
The need to establish a multilateral framework of principles concerning the timing and the implementation of a
replacement of conventional data carriers by electronic data carriers, e.g., CD-ROM, should be underlined. This will
serve to create a favorable climate for assuring the successful exchange of patent documents which is an important
basis for strengthening the role of the patent system and, for this purpose, will serve to promote the early and successful
conclusion of effective bilateral agreements on the exchange of patent documents.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
8.
Exchange of current patent documents would as a general principle remain free of charge. To encourage the
conclusion of effective and mutually beneficial agreements on the use of electronic data carriers for this exchange of
patent documents, it is recommended that, in concluding the agreement, offices should attempt to take account of the
advantages and disadvantages of the use of electronic data carriers to both the providing office and the receiving office.
9.
All offices should be committed to continued efforts, e.g., a reduction of the number of sets of paper documents
to be exchanged between offices, for the complete and eventual replacement of documents on paper, microfiche,
microfilm and other conventional data carriers by electronic data carriers, e.g., CD-ROM.
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PRINCIPLES ON TIMING
10.
All offices which receive multiple sets of patent documents via bilateral exchange from a providing office on
conventional data carriers should take steps immediately to reduce, as soon as practicable, that number to a single set,
and be prepared to accept any additional sets in electronic format.
11.
All offices should in principle be prepared, at the latest by the year 2000, to accept the changeover to electronic
data carriers if the providing office so desires and provided that the guidelines set forth in the Appendix/Appendices to
this document have been followed, unless the offices bilaterally agree to other guidelines.
12.
For the offices currently receiving multiple sets under bilateral exchange agreements on a conventional carrier,
prior to the year 2000 and at a time the providing office produces patent data in electronic format which complies with
the guidelines set forth in the Appendix/Appendices to this document or other bilaterally agreed guidelines, the providing
office, as a general rule, will provide one exchange copy of patent documents on a conventional data carrier. If receiving
offices still desire to continue receiving more than one set of patent documents on conventional data carriers, then the
providing office may recover the cost of producing and delivering additional sets of documents on a conventional data
carrier.
13.
Beginning from the year 2000, if receiving offices still desire to continue receiving patent documents on a
conventional data carrier, then the providing office may recover the cost of producing and delivering documents on a
conventional data carrier.
PRINCIPLE ON ASSISTANCE
14.
Due consideration should be given to the additional cost having to be borne by receiving offices in changing over
to new electronic data carriers, for instance, by means of technical assistance to such offices being furnished by
providing offices. Offices producing data in electronic format will strive to develop these data in a manner which
facilitates their use by receiving offices. The providing offices also will strive to provide information and other available
assistance to facilitate this use.
PRINCIPLE ON TECHNICAL ASPECTS
15.
The changeover should be carefully planned and prepared. All guidelines set out in the Appendix/Appendices to
this document should be followed unless the parties bilaterally agree to other guidelines.
DATE OF IMPLEMENTATION
16.
This Statement of Principles shall be implemented on January 1, 1996, and should be reviewed for possible
revision no later than the year 2000. Appendix/Appendices should be reviewed for possible revision, as needed.

[Appendix follows]
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